New SRS Bridge-Buster

Eliminates Large Runner Bridging

The new, SRS "Bridge-Buster" is a force feed control system within the hopper that consistently forces large runners into the multi-stage cutting area. Bridge-Buster keeps production flowing smoothly and helps eliminate many of the problems associated with feeding large runners into an automated, regrind cutting system.

Bridge-Buster Benefits Include:
- Helps eliminate large runner bridging
- Eliminates downtime due to back-up and overflow caused by bridging
- Allows operator to use larger runners for regrind
- Maintains a consistent blend of regrind and virgin material
- Minimizes loss of regrind material
- Same granulator for both small and large runners

SRS customer’s can also have their existing SRS screenless granulators updated with the new Bridge-Buster technology.
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